






time honored tradition that
began in 1978 the annual Mr
Beaver faux male beauty pageant
completed its 27th year of amaze
meat this past Saturday Oct 22
As students and honored
guests walked their way into the




kick off the pageant the Student
Programming Board Special
Events CmChairs Chadd Balbi
and Michelle White introduced
the evenings emcee comedian
Adam Ace
Ace kept the audience on the
edge of their seats with laughter
throughout the entire event From
pretending to be Vanilla Ice to
serenading the Vice-President of
audience in an improvised dance-
off Ace managed to keep the
event hysterical
About 10 minutes into the
pageant heads turned as Ace
introduced the zany contestants
that would be competing in the
2005 Mr Beaver pageant
Reminding us all to have our
peta spayed or ncutered Beb
Barker Rudy Vidal the host of
the Price is Right FV game show
made his debonair appearance
with his finest showgirl Frica
Gregory Helping to keep the
Jedi Knights on the good side of
the force Princess Leia Jonathan
Grau dazzled the crowd with her
escort an evil Sith lord Helen
Dwyer Next big-screen action
legend Indiana Jones Aaron
Marouchoc swept all the ladies
off their feet with his leading lady
Please see Mr Beaver page
Stqff Writer
The ghost stories of the Red
Room and the Mirror Room are
two of the first things every
incoming class learns at Arcadia
University But as students get
more acquainted with campus
they hear many more legends and
possibly even encounter ghosts
for themselves But do these sto
ries have any validity
At the center of most of the sto
ries is Grey Towers Castle
Soaring high into the sky ifs
campus landmark that fascinates
anyone who sees it But is there
more to this castle then great
architecture and beauty
Going back into the history of
Harrison of prominent
Philadelphia family and co-owner
of the Franklin Sugary Refinery
purchased the Glenside Roscdale
estate in the spring of 1881 He
moved in with his wife Bertha
White and their two children
Geraldine and William Welsh
Junior After fire destroyed the
main house of Rosedale Hall in
1893 Harrison hired Horace
Trumhauer to design new home
that would outdo the first
Completed in 1898 the Grey
Towers Castle was one of
Americas greatest castles and
with its 41 rooms it sas the third
largest home in the country at the
time it was completed
This story does not begin too
strangely but it was what hap
pened within the castle wall that is
cause for suspicion Mr and Mrs
Harrison did not get along very
well They used to cat at opposite
ends of long dinner table and
never talk to each other directly
Thcy es en ta ed on separate
sides of the castle with Mrs
Harrison on the right and Mr
Harrison on the left
Why did they not get along
One possible reason was that Mr
Harrison married outside of his
class and therefore was shunned
by his family Also Mr Harrison
carried on an open affair with
wcalthy Philadelphia socialite
and he is said to have had se era
other mistresses It is rumored
Please see Ghost stories page
By KR 1EN RILEY
Editor-in-Chief
The population at Arcadia
University soared the weekend of
Oct 14 when relatives and
friends of students visited cam
pus for Family Weekend 2005
The three-day event was packed
with variety of activities
including movies music and
magic
On Friday families had the
opportunity to attend college
classes with their student din
ner buffet was held in Grey
Towers Castle During the
evening magician Mike Super
entertained ojpw 4y how
ing of the movie Madagascar
Saturday started with bus
tour through neighboring towns
series of programs and the
Activities Fair and picnic lunch
think it went really really
well said Julie Kirschner
Campus Activities Programmer
Practically every club at the
fair
ran out of supplies which is
good sign
Saturday night closed with
Casino Mania bringing Las
Vegas right to campus The night
was full of excitement and prizes
Sunday brunch ended the
weekend festivities ensuring
families went home with full
stomachs and happy hearts
Jo. ...stein/The Tower
Indiana Jones Aaron Marouchoc poses with his lovely
leading ladies after winning the title of Mr Beaver 2005
Student Affairs Jan Walbert and Coordinator Cat Mattingly to
from slow dancing with Area joining four lucky men from the
By ERIN BRIJNO the castle William Welsh
Society for Castle Restoration/The Tower
Grey Towers Castle real haunted house
The Weckselblatts of GilbertsviUe Pa senior
Jenn for Family Weekend From left are Brooke Gary
Christine Jenn An9ela and Rachel
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The Tower just finished our Fall
Semester
community service project bake sale
with pro
ceeds going to
the North Shore Animal League
Americas Hurricane Katrina animal rescue
efforts Baking and packaging everything
was
labor intensive and time consuming process
but it
was also incredibly fun and very
successful we
raised over six hundred dollars
to donate to
NSALA
While marketing for the bake sale
Kristen
Riley and passed group of students
discussing
with considerable amount of sarcasm
the
Towers decision to fundraise for animals With all
of the human turmoil associated with Hurricane
Katrina these students seemed to think
that our
bake sale for animal victims was laughable
My immediate response was mind-numbingly
poor told them that




dents with good reason rejected
this response and
pressed the issue rudely but guess
that is beside
the point but was hard-pressed
to think of
more adequate answer to their question
It is difficult think to relatively quantify





the areas hardest hit by Hurricane Katrina
but
should that stop people
from trying to help the
regions lost injured
and displaced pets To me it
seems that sort of relativism can
stonewall relief
efforts should aid only go to those suffering
the
worst in tragedy
The help-is-help mentality however
is not
entirely useful am reminded of an episode
of the
MTV show Dana wherein Danas little sister
Quinn refuses to fundraise
for any humanitarian
program she will only
collect money for bunnies
and other cute animals This seems absurd
but
the episode satirically
alludes to the substantial
and far-reaching problem of how race and class
affect relief efforts in America
The aftermath of Hurricane Katrina helped
to
bring these
issues to light many white Americans
were forced to at least consider
that race and class
played part
in the decisions made in the days
leading up to and the days
after Hurricane Katrina
devastated Louisiana Alabama and Mississippi
Hardest hit New Orleans became microcosm of
race and class issues in America no
evacuation
plan existed
for residents of New Orleans too sick
By RYAN LOVETT
old young or poor to leave
the city It took
five
days five days to get meaningful
relief to the
Convention Center in New Orleans And unlike
other American tragedies in recent history
we
knew that lurricane Katrina was coming and the
government knew that the
levees that protected
New Orleans would most likely he breeched dur
ing storm of Katrinas magnitude
The firestorm of political coverage that fol
lowed the governments failure to quickly help
Hurricane victims focused upon race and class
issues hut backlash against
the criticism quickly
overran that coverage Government
officials
lamented the so-called blame game and refused
to answer questions about the racial
and economic
issues involved in the relief efforts Damage con
trol kicked in and the news media began pointing
out that white victims
of Katrina suffered from
governmental
let downs as well The flaws and
missteps of Black politicians
like New Orleans
Mayor Ray Nagin were pointed out constantly
as
if to say everyone messed up this
isnt an issue of
race
do not generally believe that politicians
sat
around and decided to let Hurricane Katrina
destroy New Orleans because 67 percent
of the
citys population
is Black and 23 percent live
below the poverty line do not
believe that the
government decided
to wait five days to develop
concerted effort to help stranded
victims of the
Hurricane because most of them were Black
do
believe however that the undercurrent
otT racism
and classism in America fosters an environment
wherein this type of preventable tragedy
can occur
It scares me that the thinking satirized on
Dana years ago is still so prevalent today Trendy
causes are so popular amongst Americans
but the
issues facing Black or poor Americans barely
even
register The students
mentioned so long ago in
this editorial made me wonder about my own deci
sions concerning Hurricane
Katrina relief was
Quinn dont know stand by the Towers deci
sion to donate money to the NSALA think it was
void in charitable contributions at
Arcadia that
needed to be filled and the work and effort we put
into making the bake sale success was
immense
but think the larger
issues at play as far as
deter












Need break from school work Tired
of television Why not join new club
at Arcadia the Chess Club
Meetings are tentatively scheduled
for 930 to 11 p.m on Thursday
evenings Tournaments will be held
but
there will also be regular casual play
with peers There will also
be teachers
on hand for rook-ies
Questions Contact Evan Goodman
at goodme58@arcadia.edu
Thursdav October 27 2005
Continuedfrom page
Carrie Be1tran Naughty pop
music star Beyonce Jason Ford
strutted her way to the stage to
thunderous applause from the
audience accompanied by best
friend Kelly Rowland Brittany
McCall Reminding us that its
hard-knock life in an orphanage
Little Orphan Annie Dave Teter
skipped her way through the
crowd with Daddy Warbucks
Natalie Good holding her hand
Last hut not least Pamela
Anderson Bran nen Boshman of
Baywatch fame captivated us
with her breathtaking bosom also
referred to as her floatation
devices She ran her way to the




all contestants performed in
series of contest categories
Swimsuit Talent Formaiwear
and Question and Answer ses
sion Bob Barker performed
West Side Story-like battle con
quering Jeopardys
Alex freheck
Princess Leia had men and een
women of all ages drooling as she
flaunted her stuff in the infamous
gold bikini and the not-so-
famous tighty whities from the
Star Wars films Indiana Jones
amazed us all in his classic white
suit while stealing the heart
of
his leading lady with gorgeous
red rose and lot of whip crack
log Beyonce gave Grammy
winning performance with her
over the top choreography com
plete with wind-blown hair and
surprise appearance by her love
Jay-Z
Adding little sunshine
Little Annie sang her way into
our hearts with the song
Tomorrow Ending the series of
events was Pam Anderson who
shook her booty in her skin-tight
one-piece
while showing off all
her assets
Taking the crown and
scepter
lidiana Jones became
our 27th Mr Beaver lie astound
ed the crowd with his rock hard
abs and sexy whip lie above all
was without doubt crowd-
pleaser Congratulations
to
Second East Dilworth for stealing
the night away
SPB would like to offrr special
thanks to all of the evening judges
Professor Bernard Wilson
Area
coordinator Cat Muttingl Dr
Richard Arras Dr Geotfrev
Haywood Vice President of Student
Affairs Jan Walhert Dr Josh
Blustein Mr Beaver 2004 Patrick
Gleeson and student judge John
Matvasovski
Josh Bustein7The Tower
The 2005 Mr Beaver con
testants Clockwise from
top nght Princess Leia
Jonathon Grau and her
Sith escort third-place win
ner Little Orphan Annie




Barker Rudy Vidal Mr




Jason Ford and emcee




Mr Beaver contestants wow crowd
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Halloween has many tradi
tions that go back two thousand
years ago to the time of the Celts
ancient inhabitants of France
England and ireland It has had
many influences from various
cultures that make it the
Halloween we celebrate today
In the days of the Celts the
holiday was called Samhain
Samhain was the most important
holiday and was marked as the
transition into the New Year
November was New Years
Day This was the night that the
Celts believed the boundary
between the worlds of the dead
and the living became blurred
that the ghosts of the dead were
able to come back and mingle
with the living They believed
Lord Samhain would call togeth
er all of the dead people in hopes
of aiding them in their journey
The Celtic people believed if
they left their homes they would
encounter ghosts so they dressed
up in masks and costumes so the
ghosts would mistake them for
fellow spirits They would leave
bowl of food outside to appease
the ghosts and would also extin
guish any fires in their house to
make them inhospitable so spir
its would be less likely to enter
their homes The Druids Celtic
priests would light bon fires and
offer sacrifices to the gods They
also told fortunes about the com
ing year and danced around the
fires In the morning they gave
an ember from the fires to each
family The families would take
them home and start new cooking
fires They believed these fires
would keep them safe from evil
spirits
Halloween has many tradi
tions that were influenced from
other times and people The
Roman Catholic Church made
November All Saints Day in
835 AD Gradually October 31
became All Hollow Even then
All HolloWs Eve and finally
Halloween as we know it today
Today we carve out pump
kins to create jack-o-lanterns
People once carved out turnips
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The Tomatoes were given fi tickets whereas
each Potato received only two But the inequality
didnt stop there The Tomatoes could take entire
bowls of food while othLr groups were falsely
accused of steal mng Later there was pizza for all
and lesson to be learned
Bureau and Coltz asked students Do any
clubs here today ever feel like they are treated dif
ferently than others Students quickly nodded
their heads One student answered that ...smaller
clubs are left behind and budget cuts are leaving
them dry How are they supposed to grow
Students also brainstormed
ideas to improve their clubs weak
nesses From this exercise Kelly
Soehnle of Peers said learned
about how we could begin to resolve
the problems between clubs also
liked how we were able to sit in
groups at the end of the conference
and come up with ways to begin to
solve some of the problems that
affect all of the clubs on campus
in the future Soehnle would
invite all club members to this program not just
representative from the executive boards
Kelly Morgan President of the Student
Government Organization SGO said It was
great idea to bring all of the clubs together on cam
pus It was definitely learning experience of what
impressions clubs have on other clubs
After seeing Arcadia leaders in action Bureau
said You have many students who are passionate
about their community and see the potential for
improvement More importantly think they are
committed to making their organizations and the
campus true community where people come
together and celebrate differences and work togeth
or to be th hOst they tan 15
Halloweens haunted history
dates back thousands of years
By GINA MERLINO
Sta/j Writer
October 31 marks the spook
iest day of the year Halloween is
the one day where we get to dress
up in costumes and have fun but
it is also one of the oldest holi
days
wwwgoogIe.com/The Tower







Please see History page
By JESSICA BOYER
Staff Writer
Phantom Pooper still at large
By SIMONE OLIVER
Staff Writer
School is in session with the
first semester well underway
Everything seems normal in the
Arcadia resident halls But wait
In the night he strikes leaving
his signature calling card on the
floors of the communal rest
room It is .duhn duhn duhn
The Phantom Pooper
At first it was believed to be
foul accident Perhaps slight
ly inebriated student had stum
bled into the bathroom in the
middle of the night and missed
the target But after repeated
offenses it became clear that this
was somebodys idea of joke
The first incident was on the
resident floor of the Castle fol
lowed by the business level of
Kistler and the second floor of
Thomas
can not contemplate who
would take the time to go to the
bathroom around the toilet
when it would be easier just to
use the toilet said one resident
an idea which seems to be the
general consensus on campus
But aside from the pure dis
may of stepping in someone
elses feces and urine first thing
in the morning is the concern for
the men and women who are left
to clean up after this infamous
Phantom Pooper
On Wednesday September
28 mandatory meeting was
held in the Blue Lounge for all
residents of Castle Kistler and
Thomas to discuss the situation
Residents were asked to report
any suspicious activity to their
Resident Assistants or to
Rebecca Adams the Area
Coordinator for Castle Kistler
and Thomas and were warned
that if someone didnt come for
ward residents of the three
buildings would have to pay
fine and clean their respective
bathrooms from then on
Since the hall meeting there
have baen no more reported
offenses of the Phantom Pooper
though he or she has not yet been
caught Still many wonder who
this mysterious student is The
answer remains mystery
Perhaps its the person sitting
next to you
Thursdav October 27 2005
By MARIE MORASCO
The cooler weather is
nice relief from the heat but it
can also leave your skin feeling
dry itchy and in need in its
own form of relief Here is
budget-conscious list of the
best lotions and creams for




Comfort Body Butter pene
trates your
skin with intense
moisturizers that leave you
feeling butter-soft but not but
.z greasy The large jar will
last you while and with con
tinued use your winter skin
blues will be non-existent At
approximately $23 its little
bit of splurge but once you try
it youll wonder how you ever
spent winter without it
Eucerin Dry Skin
Therapy Calming Creme is
moisture-rich and provides spe
cial relief for those with severe
ly dry skin It contains oatmeal
like other leading moisturizers
so it calms your skin but its
fragrance-free so if youre sen
sitive to smell you wont have
to suffer headache The
cream absorbs fast leaving you
with nothing but smooth and
silky skin and at approximately
$5 dollars tube its little
Academics and athletics are
complementary treating mind
and body An individual can find
lifetime benefits from both and
nowhere are the two found in
closer proximity than on col
lege campus At Arcadia fitness-
minded students have great
resource in the Kuch center Its
lower level houses gym com
plete with exercise machines and
free weights
Recent gym-goers might
have noticed that the fitness cen
ter is in state of transition some
of its equipment is outdated or
worn and if gym-goer arrives
after careless workout session
it could be messy or even haz
more affordable
For Your Face
$$$ Philosophys Hope in
Jar is exactly as good as it
sounds The benefits from this
product are far-reaching he
ninisturi/er contains antioxi
dants that will make you glad
you started using this product
when youre 30 and your skin
still looks fabulous It also con
tains gentle exfoliant that
rcmoves your dead skin cells
ftc product boasts make-up
optional skin think it
achieves this see for yourself1
The 535 price tag seems bit
high hut the moisturizer voted
Best of Sephora 2005 does
not disappoint
Olay Active Hydrating
Beauty Fluid is perfect light
weight moisturizer After
cleansing simply apply the
lotion to your face and neck It
restores the natural fluids your
skin loses when it becomes dry
When applied under founda
tion your make-up goes on
smoother and looks better
Olays Beauty Fluid wont clog
your pores so it works great for
all skin types At $5 bottle it
works great for all wallet-sizes
too
Show your skin little love
this winter whether your have
the moolah to splurge or if
youre on strict budget
ardous These negative condi
tions have been noticed and
some of Arcadias officials are
acting on it
Most likely to rely on Kuchs
fitness center during inclement
weather Arcadias President Jerry
Greiner recognizes
the impor
tance of exercise in conjunction
with education Theres strong
connection between education
and lifestyle of good physical
fitness Our gym should promote
this connection President
Greiner cited ambitious plans for
dedicated gym facility within
the next decade but also knows
that something more immediate
could be done Its matter that
affects current and prospective




Buried Child is the first
Arcadia Theatre production of the
semester and its just in time for
Halloween Buried Child written
by Sam Shephard and directed
by Paul Meshejian is the morbid
ly creepy story of an unexpected
reunion between Vincc played
by Peter Roccaforte his girl
friend Shdlly Kathryn Hummer
and Vinces frighteningly delu
sional family
The setting for the play is the
home of Vinces grandparents
which is expertly designed by
Chris Kleckner and eerily lit by
Laura Wentz Ihe home is in dis
array
with peeling wallpaper
staircase with carpet that mysteri
ously vanishes as it climbs
upward and slat board roof
with enough holes to cast the
oddest of shadows onto the
unsuspecting cast Unfortunately
sound designer Chris Coluccis
jazz music does not seem to com
plement the feeling of the play
When Vince and Shelly
arrive at the house they are
astounded to find that Vinces
father Tilden Charles
Illingworth IV and his grandfa
ther Dodge Josh Hitchens
dont recognize him The plot
thickens with the arrival of
Bradley Shawn Slaven Tildens
younger brother who sadistically
shaves his fathers head among
other things Even Vinces grand
mother Hallie Natalie
Hadjiloukas and Father Dewis
Richard Blagrave fail to recog
nize him But Shelly is certain
that there is something more to
this disturbing family than meets
the eye and she attempts to
uncover the horrific secret that no
one is willing to reveal
must give special credit to
Josh Hitchens who through
facial expressions mannerisms
and vocal choices does an excep
tional and very convincing job of
portraying delusional old man
He is ajoy to watch
Also Charles Illingsworth
Kathryn Hummer and Shawn
Slaven excel as their respective
characters Illingworths excep
tional accent had me fooled from
the start and his mannerism is
convincingly that of troubled
man with dark secret Hummer
posses the necessary vibrancy
and self control to portray char
acter that the audience can ielate
to She asks the questions that the
audience wants to hear and is
completely convincing in her
role and fun to watch while
doing so Slaven has embodied
the sadistic demeanor of his char
acter and is frighteningly realis
tic he makes playing one-
legged characer look easy As
Vince Roccaforte displays his
confidence on the stage as he
wanders the line of rationality
Buried Child plays at the
Arcadia Theatre on Thursday
Friday Saturday and Sunday
through October 30 The play is
exciting intriguing funny and
down-right disturbing If you
have not yet seen it urge you to
do so You wont regret it
around $5000 Freeweights like
bench presses cost under $1000
but dont serve as ninny gym
goers Liddle estimates that reno
vating the gym would carry
$200000 price tag hard sell
when acquiring more costly field
space has athletic priority
Stan Fxeter Arcadias
Associate Director of Athletics is
also involved Perhaps he is most
vested in the fitness center
because he uses it to strengthen
Arcadias baseball team Exeter
sees physical fitness as hand in
hand with college life which
integrates the academic social
and athletic
Exeter wants to make careful
improvements to the gym He is
wary not to make quick changes
that might only have wasteful or
temporary impact Exeter hinted
Its going to take time to change
the culture bit
While Arcadias officials
tackle the facility equipment and
budget matters of Kuchs fitness
center they offered consensus
about Arcadias gym culture the
students faculty and other mem
bers can have the most immediate
and long-lasting effect by simply
taking responsibility for the gym
As one student put it Its just
matter of using the equipment




Smooth sailing even in winter
Buried ChildTheatrical Review
From left Peter Roccaforte Kathryn Hummer and Charles
llingworth star in Buried Child at the Arcadia Theatre
By TED JACOBY
Staff Writer
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It is true that both bras and
boxers are all over campus every
day Usually though they are
hidden neatly between layer of
skin and layer of outerwear
For the past few weeks this was
















thing So decided to find out
The bras and boxers it
turned out belonged to students
on campus Perhaps even your
personal effects hung on that line
he students donated these items
to PEERS and PEERS strung
them up All of this was part of
program called surprisingly
enough Bras and Boxers
Why would anyone want to
hang underwear out in the open
Bras and Boxers is program run
by PEERS dedicated to educating
students about breast and testicu
lar cancer see where the bras and
boxers come in While the stu
dents stopped to gape at
the dis

















serious message breast and tes
ticular cancer is an issue that col
lege students should be aware of
and concerned about PEERS
just used unique way of getting
this message across Along with
the facts hanging up for the first
week of the program students
were able to fill out mammogram
reminders during lunch time
The benefits of the program
are two-fold not only are stu
dents educated about the dangers
of breast and testicular cancer
but the bras and boxers donated
are put to good use After about
three weeks PEERS members
take them down wash them and
take them to local shelters in the
area In fact they are in this
process right now having recent
ly taken down the display
While collections arc done
for this year anyone interested in
participating should remember
ifs never too early to start stock
piling for next October Bras and
boxers are always in high
demand at such shelters so the
donations are much appreciated
This is PEERSs third year
running the Bras and Boxers pro
gram They adapted the idea
from group at Temple
University where the program
was not well received Here at
Arcadia though the program got
lot of positive feedback
Emily Einch President of
PEE RS and Executive Mernbei
Co-Chair for the Bras and Boxers
program says her favorite aspect
of the program was the actual
hanging of the bras and boxers
Its always fun to hang them up
and it really starts getting atten
tion
Students and community
members took interest in the
event Local news programs
have covered the story in the past
In fact PEERS received the
Educational Program of the Year
award last year And this year
more items were collected than
ever so thanks everyone that
donated
PEERS at Arcadia are all
about educating our school corn-
munity about issues that college
students must face today such as
dnig and alcohol abuse or in this
case serious problems we could
all be at risk for The next
PEERS event is Take Back the
Night which is meant to increase
awareness about sexual assault
and rape victims So if you were
intrigued by Bras and Boxers
around campus check out Take
Back the Night on November
and look out for more upcoming
PEERS events
Continued from page
potatoes and beets and made
them into lanterns There is an
Irish legend that tells of man
named Jack who could not enter
heaven because of the bad deeds
he had done He couldnt enter
hell because he had tricked the
devil so he had to walk around
earth with lantern until
Judgment Day
Bobbing for apples comes
from the Romans when they
came to England They had
goddess of trees and fruit named
Pomona and held their festivals
on the same day as Samhain
The Halloween symbol of
black cat comes from the Middle
Ages when it was believed that
witches could turn themselves
into black cats Someone passing
by one would assume it was
witch in disguise It was also
believed that on llalloween
witches could fly to meet the
devil The Halloween symbol of
witch on broomstick was
derived from this legend
Halloween came to America
as result of the Irish immigrants
in the 1840s who were fleeing
from the potato famine In
America there were few turnips
which the Irish carved to create
the original jack-o-lanterns but
there was an abundance of pump
kins They were good substitute
and have been our jack-o-lantems
ever since
The tradition of tick-or-treat
ing originated from ninth-cen
tury European custom called
souling It was believed that even
strangers prayer could expedite
sours passage to heaven so
Christians would walk through
villages begging for Thoul
cakes
from their neighbors The more
they recei ed the more prayers
they promised to say on behalf of
the donors deceased relatives
Trick-or-treating became
widespread in America in the
940s This was strategy to
stop acts of vandalism Mischief
Night came from the immigrants
of England and Scotland who
liked to play pranks on
Halloween Such acts included
things like unhinging fence gates
and tipping over outhouses At
the turn of the century
Halloween became night to do
mischief but it began to get out
of control There were increasing
acts of nasty vandalism so peo
ple decided to do something to
put stop to the acts Children
would dress up in costumes and
go door-to-door asking for treats
These beggar nights became
very popular and eventually
became known as modern trick-
or-treating
In 1950 children began col
lecting money for UNICEF
They would decorate milk car
tons and give the money to aid
children around the world The
tradition is still carried on today
Halloween is long-standing
holiday It is the second largest
commercial holiday after
Christmas Although Halloween
has been thought of as satanic
holiday its roots are from
Pagan worship People can often
confuse Paganism with Satanism
Paganism is the worship of many
gods the Celts were Pagans
Satanism is the worship of
demons and Satan the devil
Today Hallownen is fun
holiday where we get spooked
and enjoy traditions that have
been going on for hundreds of
years So this October 31 have





The bras and boxers on display along the Walk of Pride
History of Halloween
www.googk.com/The Tower
Todays Halloween traditions date back thousands of
years drawing inspiration from many different cultures
tie there is pad
locked door under
neath the staircase
on the far end of
the hail which








Mrs Harrison had one of Mr
Harrisons mistresses murdered
there or perhaps servant hung
himself in the early 1900s
Arcadia Sophomore Kristen
Caiazzo remembers the first time
she toured the campus she had the
rare opportunity of going inside
the Red Room It is painted














down the stairs when she tripped
Her scarf got caught in railing
and she was strangled to death
The identity of this girl is said by
some to be Geraldine the
Harrisons daughter but others
say it was Amelia Geraldines
best friend Kevin Hughes
Student Alumni Ambassador has
researched the haunted history of
Arcadia University and believes
it was Amelia that tripped
One cening when Amelia
stayed the night the two girls were
playing together and as they came
charging down that front stair
case her scarf became tangled
causing her to swing out over the
side of the railing where she hung
herself explained Hughes
Amelias mother in search of her
daughter came knocking on the
Harrisons door and asked where
her daughter was Mr Harrison
had the staff tell her that Amelia
and Geraldine were out riding and
would return later As minutes
turned into hours she began to
grow impatient and demanded to
know where her daughter was He
told her that the girls were still on
the riding crop and had two men
bring her up there When she saw
no one was around she asked
what they were trying to pull she
was strangled by man in the
middle of Arcadias softball field
Now when you go up there on
foggy nights you can see tracks in
the grass as if someone is pacing
back and forth back and forth
waiting
Marie Gallagher Assistant to
the Provost believes that the
ghost stories are mostly fabricated
and that they must have originat
ed with Beaver College students
sometime after the early l960s
when the College permanently
moved from Jenkintown to the
Glenside campus
There is one story that if you
see the Harrisons dancing in the
ballroom the Mirror room the
person you are dancing with is
your true love But the Harrisons
did not have very happy mar
riage so this story does not hold
up As far as can tell the stories
are all hearsay but they make for
good publicity said Gallagher
Arcadia students who live on
campus have another point of
view u-President of the Society
1or Castle Restoration SCR
Elizabeth Pfiugler believes that
while the stories are traditions
upheld by the students she and
other students have had personal
experiences with ghosts and spir
Whenever go up or down the
stairs where the young girl hung
herself on her scarf feel cold
breeze Some students say they
feel the spirit of the ghost rushing
past them down the stairs
Whenever am in the castle by
myself get very creepy feel
ing have heard strange noises in
the castle and have seen things
move out of the corner of my
eye she said
While Grey Towers Castle is at
the top of the list for speculation
there are other buildings on cam
pus that students believe are







out the window at




lived in Third East
Dilworth Now
dont beliese in ghosts hut this
was so real and weird There
were so many times that our doors
would slam and lock themselves
There was one lime where chain
that as holding my friends crate
to the wall snapped without
breaking any of the links and
almost fell on her head Another
night friend of niine from across
the hail woke up to see girl tying
red ribbon in her hair She fig
ured it was her roommate The
next day her roommate said that
she doesnt even own red ribbon
At first we thought the ghost was
guy but we once we started
referring to the ghost as girl we
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Ghost stories haunt Arcadia
continued from page of white paint on the walls and
that the tunnels underneath the
there are paintings of angels she
castle that carry electricity from
said It is rounded room with
the Power House to the Castle
hole in the ceiling It is speculated
were used by Mr Harrison
that there was murder in there
sneak away for visits and to sneak
the blood splattered on the walls
his mistresses inside the castle
and every time workers attempted
On the second story of the cas-
to paint over it the blood seeped
As far as can












called her Sam all of the door
locking and lights going out
stopped It was freaky but we all
grew to love our ghost said
sophomore Amanda Pipe
Heinz Hall is also said to be
haunted dorm on campus
According to the hook
Montgomery County Ghost
Stories the dorm is built on for-
mer burial ground All of the bod
ies once buried there were moved
to the cemetery down the street
except for one who still haunts
Heinz Hall named Max
Freshman Megan Hunter who
currently lives in Third North













in the middle of
the night and
see the male ghost sitting at the
end of their beds So far havent
had that experience But have
had things move around in my
room that definitely did not
move myself
While there are several ver
sions of similar stories whether
you believe them or not have
experienced ghost or think the
stories are lust hearsay there is no
doubt that Arcadia University is
campus with an interesting histo
ry Remember there is always the
possibility that someone from
Arcadias past still lurks in the
shadowsThe Mirror Room is home to many ghost legends




Local author Jennifer Weiner
accomplishes gieat things yet
again with her third best-selling
novel Goodnight Nobody
Writing with her usual refreshing
charm and wit Weiner weaves an
engrossing mystery surrounding
unsatisfied housewife Kate Klein
and her move to suburban
ldpchurch Connecticut
Kate born and raised in New
York City misses her former
West Village life of Thai take-out
late night karaoke and hopeful
romances Trading in her life of
independence and reporting on
celebrity gossip for that of
housewife may have seemed like
an okay idea at first but Kate
soon discovers that her life has
not shaped into what she had
imagined
Although she would never
take back the past seven years
and lose her three children of
which the youngest set of twins
was an accident Kate is sure her
life needs some sort of change
With her inattentive husband
Ben rarely home and her best
friend Janie still living in New
York City Kates life in
Upchurch is nothing short of
utterly boring
When murder unsettles this
cookie-cutter town Kates
reporter-instincts from her former
life take charge As she digs
deeper and deeper into the life of
her dead neighbor Kate uncovers
secrets in Upchurch that would
make even Desperate
Housewife blush all the while
finding herself farther and farther
away from uncovering the truth
Weiner has written another
hard-to-put-down novel with
Goodnight Nobody It is full of so
many plot twists and turns one
could easily find himself lost in
the pages by Weiner handles her
manuscript with grace and easily
guides her reader to its surprising
yet oh-so-obvious ending
Weiner has crafted novel
that succeeds in telling an enter
taining tale with feisty unfor
gettable narrator all the while
reminding her readers that
appearances are not all that they
seem Beyond an entertaining tale
of mystery love and laughs
Goodnighi Nobody is an explo
ration of the compromises made
by the modern woman in socie









Break-ups are intensely per
sonal things-moving on from
relationship is difficult
and emo
tional process that is generally
shared only with ones closest
friends and family members Of
course if you are musician break
ups go little differently-the end of
relationship becomes fodder for
the infamous break-up album The
collection of songs on break-up
album can be awkward and sear
ing enlightening and righteous
Fiona Apples latest
Extraordinary Machine is the
qumtessential break-up album
Her former flame Magnolia direc
tor Paul Thomas Anderson must
be lamenting his decision to
become involved with singer-
songwriter because with lines like
Oh you silly stupid pastime of
mine his personal business is
lot less personal these days
Cordelia end up tied to thrones in the back of the
auditorium stage with an angry Marcie who is in
the possession of various scalpels and other surgical
tools
Conversations with People Season
ln one of the most chilling episodes in the
entire run of Buffy this episode kicks the overall
season-long story arc into gear Each of the charac
ters in the span of one night encounters someone
dead and are terrorized either physically or emo
tionally Buft finds former classmate who is now
vampire while on patrol and ends up getting psy
cho-analyied learning not only things about her
self but comes across revelations about Spike too
Meanwhile Willow is visited by Cassies ghost who
claims that she has seen Willows future and that she
and her power will spiral out of control and will
end
up murdering all the people she loves
When an
emotionally distraught Willow asks what she can do
to prevent that Cassie suggests
suicide While this
is taking place Dawn is home alone in the
Summers household where she is slowly terrorized
by an invisible apparition that destroys the house
through shattered glass and blood stained walls As
old characters retum and many revelations are dis
covered this emotional episode comes to close
and fails to disappoint
hush Season
When the Gentlemen come to Sunnydale no
one is safe from their evil-doing In the middle of
the night they steal everyones voices so no one can
scream when they begin their grisly ritual of carving
out peoples hearts Its up to Buffy to free every
ones voices and kill the Gentlemen who can only
be vanquished by an actual scream 28 minutes of
this episode is spent
in actual silence no music is




While its not the most conventionally scariest
episode of Bully any real fan would find them
selves thoroughly spooked by Willow Rosenbergs
swift shift into the dark side of magics After her
girlfriend is inexplicably and suddenly murdered by
stray bullet Willow goes off the deep end losing
herself to evil She becomes cold-hearted calculat
ed and cruel in matter of minutes far cry from
the sweet kind-hearted and loving soul that weve
come to know and love and watching her ruthlessly
skin her girlfriends
murderer alive were left echo
ing Buffys question Who are you
Of course the release of
Extraordinary Machine is little
removed from the actual dissolu
tion of Apple and Andersons rela
tionship Originally Apple record
ed the tracks for the album with
Jon Brion and that work began
more than two years ago For
whatever reason the Brion songs
were shelved and never officially
released as an album Eventually
Apple teamed up with Mike
Elizondo and re-recorded all but
two of the songs Waltz and the





Take the time to rent DVDs of Buffy the Vampire Slayer




We all know Bully shes the high-spirited
stake wielding bitingly sarcastic vampire slayer
She was the focus of the sensational and popular TV
series that ran an outstanding seven year run
spawning 144 episodes countless merchandise
cult following and even spin-off series If youre
not doing anything special for Halloween suggest




classic twist to somewhat tired idea Buffy
and her friends enter haunted house in hopes of
night off unaware that fear demon has accidental
ly been conjured They become trapped in real-life
house of horrors and all of their greatest fears come
to life and they must find ways to overcome them
and band together to take down the responsible
demon
Out of Sight Out of Mind Season
Did you ever think it was possible to be so
ignored and overlooked that you actually could
become invisible Thats what happens to Marcie
Ross tplayed by the fantastic CIca DuVall With her
newfound invisibility status she decides to exact
revenge on all the supporters and close friends
of
the one student who has belittled Marcie the most
Cordelia Chase Things get hairy when Bully and
By ADRIANNA YANEZ
Staff Writer
Considering that it is just about
the middle of the semester find
ing time to read for pleasure tends
to be near impossible In fact
just contemplating reading
full
300 plus page novel probably
takes more time than most of us
can devote at this busy time in the
semester
Perhaps it was with college stu
dents and our hectic schedules in
mind that Barnes and Nobles
decided to publish slew of
Halloween books each with 100
short stories inside The series
includes 100 Hair-Raising Little
Horror Stories 100 Wicked Little
Witch Stories 100 Ghastly Little
Ghost Stories and more
In 100 Ghastly Little Ghost
Stories each story is only ten
pages or less The stories are
completely unrelated each by
different author This makes it
great book to pick up for short
five minutes of reading or you
could read each one to find
favorite ghost story The stories
occur during all different time
periods in many different places
Some are creepy enough to give
chills while others are suspense
ful at most
Daddy was particularly
haunting one told in the first per
son of little girl whose mother
wont let her visit her daddy
Meanwhile Edge of Cliff con
tains ghost that is not very
scary but
the tale is interesting
So if you are short on time
but craving after good story or
two get into the llalloween spirit
and check out 100 Ghastly Little
Ghost Stories
Fiona Apple Bxtraordinarj Machine
Ehzondo producer better
known for his work with Dn Dre
Xhibit and Snoop Dogg suits
Apples sweeping and fast paced
vocals He reduces the piano that
was the staple of her earlier work
with carnival-esque hip-hop style
beats
The album is certainly
departure from Apples previous
albums and it is shock on first
listen but Apple has preserved tne
aspects of her earlier work that
make it so compelling She has not
lost her ability to move from beau
tiful melodies to uncompromising
growls within songs and she main
tains her habit of delivering packed
lines with breathless fluidity
By KRISTEN RtLEV
Editor-in-Chief
Have you ever wondered what an organ
ic lifestyle would entail And what









style corn In market
of wOmens magazines
aiming to decrease your
waist line increase your
bust size and give more sex
advice than person can con
ceivably use in lifetime
Organic Style is refreshing
dose of purity on the racks It
is its motto declares magazin
of beauty food health hon and
iL
mag uine follows my stan
dard formats including qtiestion-and
answer portion entitled No Stupid
Questions that answers such queries as
how to keep loofah hscter a-free and
what to use in compost md letters from II
editu Jeanic Pyun But the hulk of Oganie Style arc
issues that the average person has most likely
rarely if ever read about issues that are
certainly more important than shade of
lipstick or celebritys
latest scandal
Sag only the past year Organic
Style has explored the best ways to have
healthy household the dangers of
plastic-ware women making differ
ence for the environment around the
world ways to stay healthy and
how to ensure you are feeding
yourself and your loved ones the
healthiest food available
Since Pyuns appearance
in the summer of 2004 the
magazine has gotten new
upbeat look and become
trendier fhe trendiness
course may also be








Organic Style although pub
lished by the same as Style magazine
is much more than beauty book it exam
issues of substance issues of the future and
issues to make your life healthier longer and in short
just better
Grab copy of Organic Style next time you find
yourself reaching for Cosmo or Glamour Its guaran
teed that reading an issue of Organic Style will teach
you things youve never known and it might even




Scheduled to open in theatres
on November the animated
version of the classic tale picks
up where the story leaves ofT
After that unfortunate acorn acci
dent where Chicken Little incor
rectly proclaims that the sky is
falling Chicken Little struggles
to restore his now-broken reputa
tion and gain the respect of his
father
Chicken Little directed by
Mark Dindal and stars Zach
Braff Garry Marshall Joan




Jarhead is the story of Anthony
Saff marine deployed in the
Middle hart who deals with an
enemy he cant see in country he
doesnt understand
Jarhead stars Jake Gyllenhaal
Peter Sarsgaard and Jainie Foxx




Starring rapper 50 Cent let
Rich or Die Tryin is the story of
an orphan who leaves his violent
drug-filled past behind to begin
his music career as rapper
The film is rated and also
stars Joy Bryant Benz Antoinee
and Viola Davis with direction
by Jim Sheridan Get Rich or Die
Tryin opens on November
Derailed
Opening on November 11
Derailed stars Clive Owen and
Jennifer Aniston as lovers who
are pulled into dangerous plot
by violent cnminal With their
lives now tumed upside down
can they live long enough to save
themselves or their families
Directed by Mikael Ilafstrom
Derailed is rated and also stars
Melissa George Vincent Cassel
and Robert Diggs
Zathura
Also opening on November
11 the next generation of
Jumangi takes two brothers into
outer space pitting them against
robots meteors and more The
mayhem expands with each roll
of the dice until everything gets
completely out of control
Zathurda is rated PU and stars
Josh Hutcherson Jonah Bobo
Dax Shepard Kristen Stewart
and Jim Robbins
the Goblet of Fire
Scheduled to open on
November 18 Harry Potter and
the Goblet of Fire sends teen-
wizard Hariy against some of his
greatest obstacles yet
Mysteriously selected to enter the
Tn Wizard Tournament Harry
must compete against the best
wizards in the world not only for
the Cup but for his life
Potter and the Goblet
of is rated PU- 13 and stars
Daniel Radcliffe Fmma Watson
Rupert jrint Michael amhon
and Maggie Smith The film is
directed by Mike Newell
Rent
The big-screen adaptation
of the Tony Award-winning musi
cal opens on November 23 and is
rated PG-l3 Rent follows
group of New Yorkers coping
with life AIDS sexuality home
lessness and each other The
long-awaited film stars most of
the original Broadway cast
Directed by Chris Columbus
Rent stars Rosario Dawson Taye
Diggs Jesse Martin Idina
Menzel Wilson Ileredia
Anthony Rapp and Adam Pascal
Ice Harvest
Ice laivest is an action come
dy thriller about strip club
ownei who teems up with some
unlikely friends to rob wealthy
politician he film stars Johr
usack Billy Bob horton
Oliver Platt Connie Nielsen and
Randy Quaid
Ice Harvest is directed by
Harold Ramis and is set for
November 23 release lee
Harvest is rated ft
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Longing for real barbeque Then look for the
dry pink smoke ring from Abners
In the culinary world pink may not mean just
medium rare and dry might not imply tough in
Abners case they mean authentic An award win
ning barbecue has found niche in Jenkintown For
two and half years Abners Authentic Barbecue in
Jenkintown Square Shopping Center 505 Old York
Road Pennsylvania have been dishing out dry pink
rings on their barbecue Abners is just as cozy and
amiable as ever blending southern charm with sim
plicity to create the quintessentially homespun
meal
Abners has fashioned menu low on frills but
high on Ølan It is not by definition Fine Dining
On the contrary the atmosphere is simple no fine
cutlery no candle lighting and no intimate table
arrangement just an inviting space to enjoy good
flavored meal Patrons are greeted with heavy
wooden table lined with variety of fresh barbecue
sauces made from scratch pickles and peppers
From Carolina vinegar sauce to delicious sweet
Kansas sauce clientele wandering in can choose
flavor for their meal
Similar to roadside barbecue joints prevalent in
the South license plates from California to
Minnesota Pennsylvania to Iowa adorn the base of
the restaurants countertop welcoming everyone
Energetic servers dish up meats lightly smothered in
mouth-watering mixture of spices creating suc
culent blend of flavors guaranteed to suit just about
every palette Much of the food is served hot often
emphasizing its bold flavor and the chefs aggres
sive seasoning Its real down-home food of the
down-home people says Owner Chris Dowdell as
he serves customer
Best as light starter the cinnamon cornbread
sets just the right southern mood for the upcoming
feast Main meals can be chosen from barbecue
pork ribs barbecue chicken smoked sausage and
beef brisket which can also be enjoyed in sand
wiches Side dishes include an award winning chili
collard greens gumbo mashed sweet potatoes mac
cheese baked beans and selection of salads all
lush reminders of conventional southern home cui
sine real honest-to-goodness sweet tea for
refreshing drink and slices of southern home-made
pie or chunky chocolate chip cookies is perfect
compliment to any Abners dish
For anyone use to slow-smoke meats from
green wood like maple cherry beechnut oak and
hickory the old-fashion flavor has unique taste
Firewood for Abners distinctive meats is supplied
by Hanys Firewood Mulch Service in Upper
Dublin Harry brags The greener the wood the bet
ter for smoking meats It is healthy cooking
The lean meats are bursting with just enough
bite to revive the most jaded of palates To attain the
pink smoke ring the meat is hand rubbed slow
cooked pit smoked and served dry without barbe
cue sauce tradition at roadside joints through
out the South According to Carolyn Zimmerman
of Glenside like barbecue where can pick
my sauces Its my first visit and am enjoying the
sweet sauce Ill definitely be hack to sample the
others
Whether dining in taking out or catering
Abners prices as well as food seem to suit anyones
pocket meal for two should cost in the vicinity of
$15 Meal specials run daily further saving buck
or two Abners logo merchandise adorning the
restaurant is also available Visa MasterCard
American Express is welcome
After recently enjoying mouth-watering
meal my advice for savoring Abners barbecue
Dont go when youre in rush or with people who
cant relax Instead set aside the experience for
those likely to appreciate pulling tender pork with
fingers or dunking greaseless smoked brisket into
any choice of piquant sauces This isnt the place for
timid palates but its bit of paradise for those who
enjoy southern cuisine
With the hubbub of the holiday season
approaching Abners owner Chris Dowdell will be
adding smoked turkey to the menu He is hopeful he
can strike another culinary lode with the opening of
second cuisine delight on 7155 Ogontz Ave in
West Oak Lane Philadelphia around mid November
What set Abners apart think the hand-rubbed
ingredients in the dry pinkish slab of ribs sampled
make the difference Abners has lot going for it
especially because it brings unique spices to the
Jenkintown area where choices of tender authentic
southern blend cooking are awfully hard to find
Thinking authentic
Abners Authentic Barbecue
505 Old York Road Jenkintown PA 19046
Phone 215.885.8600
Web www.abnersbbq.com
tk easy earat re for vy cokfle Jds
Pumpkins. more than just pie filling
With Halloween right around the corner and autumn well under
way what better recipe theme than the ever-present fall staple the
pumpkin More than just good pie pumpkins can be used in vege
tarian dishes from risotto to cheesecakes Of course being college
students without the luxury of well-equipped kitchen Ill stick
with some recipes bit more on the basic side Why not head over
to the Knight HaIl kitchens and try them out With all this cold
weather it just might get you more in the mood for fall
Roasted Pumpkin Seeds
Jahu1ozajhod corn
First carve festive jack-o-lantern Then roast those innards up
for delicious snack Roasted pumpkin seeds are quick easy and
only require few ingredients
Ingredients
1/2 cups pumpkin seeds
Salt to taste be generous
tsp melted butter olive oil or vegetable oil works too
Directions
Preheat your oven to 300 degrees
Clean your seeds some string and pulp is okay but not lot Toss
in bowl with your butter and salt
Spread your seeds on cookie sheet lined with aluminum foil Cook
until golden brown turning/stirring occasionally This should take
45 minutes or less
Pumpkin Mousse
pumpkin dessert even easier than pumpkin pie
Ingredients
Large container Cool Whip






Candy Corn for garnish
Directions
Line cupcake tin with 12 cupcake papers
Beat spices into Cool Whip
Fold in pumpkin
Divide into the prepared cups and decorate with candy corn
Refrigerate for hours before serving
Easy Pumpkin Brownies
rec ipezaur corn
This brownies are quick and delicious Serve them warm with
whipped creamor frost them with cream cheese frosting
Ingredients










Preheat oven to 350 degrees
Mix pumpkin oil eggs and sugar Stir in remaining ingredients
Pour into greased and floured 9x13 inch baking pan
Bake for 30 minutes or until center springs when touched
For those of you new to Arcadia this is column dedicated to the campus
vegetarians If you have any recipes you would like to share or are looking for
particular type of recipe but arent quite sure what drop me an email at
arcadiatowergmail.com with Culinary in the subject line
Id be more than happy to help you out
Pink and Dry set Abners apart
Enjoy Abners Southern down-home style barbecue in Jenkintown
Sand Hewftt/rhe Tower
Enjoy great foor at Abners Authentic
Barbecue in jerikintown Square
Jabulousfood corn
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cupcakes 29 dozeii cookies 68 browiiies 42
rice krispie treats fl tea breads avid cakes to
raise 65 for the North Shore Avilmal League
Americ Hurricaiie Katrivia aviimal rescue efforts
heartfelt thaviks to
Cividy ubivio Pr avid Mrs Greipier Uvida Povigoviis
the staff at North Shore Avilmal League America
the staff of The Tower avid everyovie who took
the time to place avi order with us Your gevierosity
avid doviatiovis were greatly appreciated
